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Development of a Visual Demonstration Platform for Parallel 

Evaluation of Active Suspension Systems 
Nathanael Douglas Annis 

 

ABSTRACT 

Vehicle suspensions have been a major focus of research and design since the 

introduction of the automobile.  The two major characteristics that define the performance of a 

specific suspension design are the vehicle ride and handling.  A simplified view of chassis 

development is that a desirable vehicle ride is provided by a “soft” suspension, and desirable 

vehicle handling is provided by “stiff” suspensions, it is impossible to simultaneously maximize 

both vehicle ride and handling in a passive suspension design.  However, with the introduction of 

active components, such as actuators and semiactive dampers, coupled with dynamic control 

strategies, a more desirable compromise between the benefits of soft and stiff suspensions can be 

achieved.  The purpose of this research is not to create a better suspension, but to investigate how 

active control can improve vehicle ride. 

As with any research area, a method for evaluating new ideas is required.  Many 

computational methods exist for determining the ride performance of various suspension designs, 

however computational results alone can be hard to interpret and often deceiving.  The following 

thesis outlines the design and validation of an experimental test rig for evaluating fully active or 

semi–active suspension algorithms.  The test rig utilizes a fully active electromagnetic actuator 

which can simulate the performance characteristics of fully active as well as semiactive 

components which a suspension design may utilize.  The demonstration rig couples visual 

inspection with computational analysis and provides the tools necessary for the designer to 

accurately interpret the ride performance of a new design and simultaneously compare it with a 

passive design.  The goal is to provide a visual development platform in which new algorithms 

can be quickly and easily implemented and compared against existing algorithms to determine 

the performance characteristics of each on a physical system.   

The test rig demonstrated its ability to test both fully-active and semiactive skyhook 

control algorithms, and accurately simulated both fully-active and semiactive suspension 
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components.  The test rig provides a simple and cost effective way to evaluate new algorithms 

both computationally and visually on a physical system.  
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NOMENCLATURE 

a - vehicle wheel base 

b - distance to center of mass 

bMo - sprung mass flexible damping  

bR – rotational damping 

bS - suspension damping  

bT - tire damping 

Fact - actuator force  

kMo - sprung mass flexible stiffness  

kS - suspension spring stiffness  

kT - tire stiffness 

M - sprung mass 

M0 - modal mass 

Mu - un-sprung mass (includes the mass of the tire, and part of the suspension mass) 

VR - road input velocity 

VS - sprung mass velocity at suspension connection point 

Vu - un-sprung mass velocity 

α - actuator motor constant 

ω - angular rotation of the vehicle body  

φ - flexible beam constant 

AsFA - fully active sprung mass acceleration 

AuFA - fully active un-sprung mass acceleration 

AsSA – semiactive sprung mass acceleration 

AuSA - semiactive un-sprung mass acceleration 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Vehicle suspensions have been a major focus of research and design since the 

introduction of the automobile.  Two important performance characteristics that are considered 

during suspension designs are vehicle ride and handling.  The first refers to a vehicle’s ability to 

provide isolation from road inputs, and is referred to as the vehicle ride.  A simplified view of 

chassis development is that a desirable vehicle ride is provided by “soft” suspensions that easily 

absorb road disturbances.  Luxury cars are a good example of vehicles with a comfortable ride.  

The second characteristic is known as vehicle handling, and refers to a vehicles’ ability to 

perform in turns and other dynamic maneuvers, and is provided by “stiff” suspensions as seen in 

sports cars.  The difficulty in passive suspension design is that you can not simultaneously 

maximize both vehicle ride and handling, and the challenge is finding the right compromise 

between the two, to best suit the targeted consumer.  However, with the introduction of active 

components, such as actuators and semiactive dampers, coupled with dynamic control strategies, 

a more desirable compromise between the benefits of soft and stiff suspensions can be achieved.  

The purpose of this research is not to create a better suspension, but to investigate how active 

control can improve vehicle ride.  With active components, a design can be achieved in which 

the system both absorbs road inputs, and damps out vibration quickly.  

As with any research area, a method for evaluating new ideas is required.  The following 

thesis will present the design and validation of an experimental test rig for evaluating fully-active 

and semiactive suspension control algorithms using electromagnetic actuation.  A mathematical 

model and computer simulation of the test rig will be presented, as well as parallel passive and 

active validation test results using both fully active and semiactive skyhook control algorithms.   

A variety of different fully-active and semiactive control methods have been developed 

for primary suspensions, and the main purpose in creating an electromagnetic test rig was to 

create a system that would be able to adequately provide a uniform method for testing and 

evaluating new control methods against existing methods in a cost effective manner.  A 

secondary purpose for this rig is to provide a visual demonstration rig that can be used as an 

educational tool in demonstrating the affects and benefits of active control on vehicle ride.   

The main reason for implementing a fully active electromagnetic actuator is that both 

active and semiactive control methods can be evaluated using the same rig setup.  The test rig 

provides an adequate testing standard for a wide range of control methods.  In practice, a fully 
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active method could be compared to a semiactive method to determine if the added cost of 

having an active control setup is worth the additional benefit for a given application.  With the 

development of such a rig, simple cost effective tests can be conducted in the lab on a physical 

system which will aid in adequately determining the benefits of various control methods.  This 

will simplify the decision process when choosing a control method for a specific application.  

1.1 Literature Review 
An extensive literature search was conducted to determine the past studies in the areas of 

skyhook control, active suspension systems and suspension test rigs.  The majority of the studies 

found in the area of semi-active suspensions modeled single suspensions with two-degree-of 

freedom (2DOF) models [41,39,42,13,29,17,18,31,15,38].  A few studies modeled their systems 

with single-degree-of-freedom (SODF) models [9,30,4].  Lieh [28] explored the use of 

semiactive suspensions on a full car model.  He concluded that semiactive skyhook control 

policy reduces the root mean square (RMS) acceleration of sprung mass (vehicle body), while 

increasing the RMS of the un-sprung mass (wheel and tire).  Margolis [29] also outlined a 

procedure for examining the feasibility of using semiactive or active components instead of 

purely passive components.  In another study, Margolis [30] examined the effects of using 

realistic feedback signals when controlling active and semiactive suspension systems.  This 

analytical study suggested several semiactive feedback strategies, to help the performance 

approach that of a fully active system.  Karnopp [25] contributed an excellent review of many of 

the past efforts in the area of semiactive suspension design.  He also presented a thorough 

summary of the background of the information needed to fully understand semiactive suspension 

systems, and discusses several semiactive suspension applications.  Barak [2] also provided a 

broad overview of passive, active, and semiactive suspensions designs.  Cebon et al. [6] 

discussed the different control strategies available for 2DOF semiactive systems, and applied “no 

jerk” semiactive damping, linear optimal control with full state feedback, and simple on-off 

control strategies to reduce both the tire force and body acceleration of a heavy truck.  He 

concluded that, compared to passive suspensions, the full state feedback methods work the best 

in reducing tire loads and body acceleration.  Hrovat and Hubbard [16] studied the SDOF 

suspension system and the application of linear quadratic regulator control theory to optimize the 

suspension in terms of rattlespace, acceleration, and jerk.  Their system included both the 
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skyhook damper and a skyhook spring.  Finally, the skyhook study by Satoh et al. [35] is a 

practical realization of a fully active skyhook suspension system on a passenger vehicle.  The 

controller responds to the pitch and roll motions of the vehicle, as well as the vertical motion of 

the wheels.  The experimental results from a full scale passenger vehicle showed marked 

improvements over the passive suspension.  Finally, Ahmadian, Reichert, Song, and Southward, 

[1] created a modified semiactive skyhook control law that removes the jerk associated with the 

transition from off to on states of the damper which creates a smoother control signal. 

The studies by Dukkipati et al. [10], El Beheiry and Karnopp [11], ElMadany and El-

Tamini [12], Gao et al. [14], and Shimamune et al. [36] provide analytical and simulation 

analyses of primary suspensions for reducing road input transmission to the vehicle body.  In a 

study by Chalasani [7], a quarter car model was used to investigate the performance gains 

possible with a fully active suspension system.  In this study, the road input was modeled as a 

white noise velocity input. The study found that within practical design limitations, an active 

suspension can reduce the RMS (root mean square) acceleration of the sprung mass by 20%.  

This suspension configuration exhibited approximately the same level of suspension travel, 

wheel-hop, and damping ratio as a lightly damped passive suspension.  In a further study [8], a 

similar analysis was conducted on a half car model.  This study estimated that active suspensions 

systems were capable of reducing the RMS value of the sprung mass acceleration by 15%. 

Additional papers deal with physical experimentation of a suspension design using test 

rigs coupled with numerical simulations.  Lane et al. [27] experimentally tested semiactive 

suspension systems on a scale model quarter-car assembly using an electromagnetic friction 

clutch as a semiactive force generator.  The quarter-car apparatus used was a scaled model with 

lower masses and stiffnesses, but with the same modal frequencies as a full-scale rig.  

Vandermissen, B., Kennes, P., Maes, M., Reybrouck, K. evaluated an active suspension with 

skyhook control on a full scale quarter car test rig [40].  Hwang et al. [17] presents an interesting 

method for testing semiactive damper hardware without using a complete rig setup.  He used 

what is known as the hardware-in-the-loop testing setup.  Essentially, a computer simulation is 

created using a dynamic model of the system.  The hardware to be tested, (i.e., the Semiactive 

damper) is excited according to the computer simulation, and the response of the hardware is fed 

back into the computer to complete the simulation.  Cebon et al. [6] also compared the results of 

their mathematical simulations to experimental testing using a hardware-in-the-loop method. 
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2 DYNAMIC MODEL 

The test rig design is based on a standard quarter car configuration.  The main reason for 

using this model is that it’s simplicity aids in design decisions, yet it incorporates a wide range of 

vibration applications in one rig setup; however, a few key changes were made to the standard 

quarter car model to broaden our range of applications.  The test rig uses a scale-model car with 

the rear tires fixed to the ground, the rear suspension disabled, and the front tires riding on a 

moving belt system, as shown in Figure 2-1a.  The fixed-axis rotational sprung mass, (vehicle 

body) was incorporated so that the rig could simulate rotational pitch components of a vibrating 

system.  The rolling road structure has an offset input roller, as shown in the figure, where a 

bump with variable duration and magnitude can be created.  The optional rotating belt support 

enables the test rig to also include the rotational inertia of the tires if desired.  

 
Figure 2-1. System Sketch 

 

The scale vehicle was cut in half down the center line, as shown in Figure 2-1b, so that 

two different suspension systems could be simultaneously tested on the same rig.  By cutting the 

car in half, we effectively created two independent systems operating simultaneously with the 

same input, which enables the operator to visually see the difference between the two suspension 

performances.  By instrumenting both sides of the vehicle we can directly monitor the affects of 

both suspension systems mathematically as well as visually.  Incorporating both visual and 

mathematical comparison, enables the designer to better view and understand the affects of the 

new design in comparison to a standard passive design.  Visual observation also enables the 

designer to better interpret the mathematical results. 

The test rig has been divided into an active side, and a passive side.  On the active side, 

the primary suspension is equipped with an electro-magnetic actuator.  This implementation is 
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consistent with the majority of control applications [34] and will offer the broadest range of 

testing possibilities.  The benefit of using electro-magnetic actuation is that the rig can simulate a 

variety of active and semiactive components, which the designer may desire to utilize in their 

suspension design.  In practice, an electro-magnetic actuator is capable of emulating the same 

dynamic characteristics as a semiactive damper, as well as fully active actuators. 

On the passive side, we have the ability to vary the stiffness and pre-load of the primary 

suspension spring, as well as manually adjust the suspension damping with an air damper.  This 

enables the designer to tune the passive suspension to simulate a wide variety of baseline 

suspensions.  Because the passive side plays an important role in both visual and mathematical 

comparison, being able to tune the passive suspension to provide the correct dynamics is an 

invaluable component in the design. 

A schematic diagram of the active system is shown in Figure 2-2.  This diagram includes 

all of the pertinent dynamics of the actual system and defines the velocities, dimensions, and 

components we will use in our mathematical simulation and analysis.  The tire dynamics are 

represented by a tire stiffness kT and tire damping bT.  Mu represents the un-sprung mass of the 

system, which includes the mass of the tire, and part of the suspension mass.  The primary 

suspension dynamics are represented by the suspension stiffness kS, damping bS and actuator 

force Fact.  The vehicle body has mass MS, rotational damping bR and dimensions a (the wheel 

base) and b (the distance to the center of mass).  The vehicle body also has a single flexible mode 

with stiffness kMo, damping bMo, and modal mass M0.  The velocities VR, Vu, and VS, are the 

velocities of the road input, un-sprung mass, and the suspension connection point on the sprung 

mass respectively.  Lastly, ω is the angular rotation of the vehicle body as shown.  
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Figure 2-2. Schematic diagram of dynamic system 

 

2.1 Bond Graph 
The first step in designing the test rig, was to create a mathematical model of the system.  

Because the test rig is a mixed energy domain system (mechanical and electrical), we chose to 

use bond graph techniques [24] to develop the system model and derive the state-space 

equations.  Bond graphs map the direction of efforts and flows regardless of the energy domain.  

Therefore, a system that has mechanical as well as electrical efforts and flows can be represented 

with one model, and the system equations can be extracted in one step [26].  The first bond graph 

created which excluded the flexible dynamics of the sprung mass, can be seen in Figure 2-3.   
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Figure 2-3. First bond graph of dynamic system 

 

Initial experimental testing revealed that the sprung mass flexible dynamics are a major 

contributor to the overall dynamics of the system and could not be excluded from the system 

model.  The second iteration of modeling included the first flexible mode dynamics of the sprung 

mass, and was better able to simulate the dynamics of the physical system.  Another benefit of 

using bond graphs as a modeling tool, is that including additional dynamics and components is as 

easy as adding them to the existing graph.  The new equations can then be re-derived including 

the additional elements.  The final bond graph can be seen in Figure 2-4.  All of the components, 

efforts, flows and dynamics shown in Figure 2-2 are represented in the bond graph. 
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Figure 2-4. Full bond graph of dynamic system 

 

As stated, the benefit of using this method is that all energy domains are considered 

equal, and the equations for multi energy domain systems can be easily obtained in one step.  

The bond graph focuses on the energy in the system, and assigns a momentum [P] or flow [q] 

variable to each energy storage element.  These effort and flow variables compose the state 

vector, which is used in the state space equations.  An equation for each energy storage element 

is derived, two equations were obtained for the un-sprung system (2.1) and (2.2), and four for the 

sprung system (2.3), (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6).  Where 1q& , 3q&  and 5q&  are the flows across the tire, 

suspension, and modal stiffness respectively.  2P& , 4P& , and 6P&   are the momentums of the un-

sprung, sprung, and modal masses respectively.  
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The electro-magnetic actuator, which has a moving magnet core, was modeled as a 

gyrator as shown in the bond graph, and was placed in parallel with a passive suspension 

compliance and resistance, as indicated in Figure 2-2.  The actuator is driven with a 

transconductance amplifier; therefore, the force output is directly proportional to the controlled 

current input.  In the model, α is the gyrator motor constant and iact is the current applied to the 

actuator.  This subsystem provides the input actuator force Fact, as seen in equation (2.7) for the 

quarter car model, as shown in Figure 2-2. 

 

( )actact iF α=           (2.7) 

   

The rolling road support was modeled as transformer, as shown in the bond graph, and 

modeled in Figure 2-5.  The input velocity Vin is directly related to the road input velocity VR by 

the transformer constant β as shown in equation (2.8). 

 

( )R inV Vβ=              (2.8) 
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Figure 2-5. Rolling road dynamic model  

 

2.2 State Space System 
The next step was to assemble these equations into a state space representation as shown 

in equation (2.10).  In controls engineering, a state space representation is a concise 

mathematical model of a physical system, which is composed of a set of inputs, outputs and state 

variables which are related by multiple first-order differential equations [37].  Because we 

derived our system equations using bond graph techniques, our inputs, outputs and state 

variables are already chosen for us in the equations.  The inputs [u], outputs [y], and state 

variables [x] are expressed as a vectors, while the differential equations [A], [B], [C], and [D] are 

written in matrix form as shown in equations (2.9) and (2.11).  The state space representation 

provides compact way to model and analyze systems with multiple inputs and outputs. 

 

[ ] [ ][ ] [ ][ ]x A x B u= +&         (2.9) 
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            (2.10) 

 

The next step is to obtain the output equations as shown in equation (2.11).  The outputs 

for this system correspond to the two accelerometers placed on the active side of the rig.  In 

addition to these accelerations, we also wanted to allow the model to output the displacements of 

the sprung and un-sprung masses.  We obtained the C and D matrices by first constructing a 

transformation matrix T, equation (2.12), and multiplying with matrices A and B respectively, 

equation (2.13), to obtain the C0 and D0 matrices.  The transformation matrix is required to 

convert derivatives of momentum states into the desired accelerations.  The last step was to 

augment C0 and D0 to include xS and xu as outputs, which produced the complete C and D 

matrices needed as shown in equation (2.14). 
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            (2.14) 

The state space representation, shown in equations (2.10) and (2.14), was used to model 

the system in described in chapter 4.  The benefit of using this method is that both Matlab and 

Simulink have state space tools that simulate the dynamics of the system as described in the [A], 

[B], [C] and [D] matrices.  The system model is used to simulate and test control algorithms in 

Matlab before implementing them on the test rig.  This enables the designer to easily make the 

necessary modifications and changes to their design on the computer before spending time in the 

lab on the test rig.  In turn, the test rig enables the designer to implement their designs on an 

actual system in a cost effective way, before implementing them on a full scale system. 
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3 TEST RIG CONSTRUCTION 

The goal for this project was to create a visual test rig where two suspension designs 

could be simultaneously tested and analyzed both visually and mathematically with the same 

input, keeping in mind that it will also serve as an educational demonstration unit.  This test rig 

was designed to be a scaled model of an actual automotive system and have similar dynamics to 

an automobile.  The major dynamic components of the system were discussed in Chapter 2, and 

were derived to simulate the actual dynamics of the test rig. 

3.1 Base Construction 
The base is composed of a mounting platform with a rolling road structure as seen in 

Figure 3-1a and Figure 3-1b.  The vehicle’s front tires are resting on the rolling road while the 

back tires are fixed to the platform, with the rear suspension disabled, to provide the fixed 

rotational axis for the vehicle chassis.  A split belt configuration was used to minimize the 

transference of tire dynamics between systems through the rolling road. 

   
(a)           (b) 

Figure 3-1. Test rig base structure 
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The rolling road consists of two tensioning rollers and one input roller as shown in Figure 

3-2a.  The input roller is connected to the fixed axes input arm, as shown in Figure 3-2b, so that 

random bump inputs can be created manually.   

 
Figure 3-2. Roller design 

 

3.2 Vehicle Construction 
A TC4 scaled model car by Associated Electronics Inc. was used to create the dynamic 

system.  This car was chosen because of the high level of engineering design incorporated into 

the suspension and chassis, which provided a suitable starting point for the test rig design.  The 

vehicle was cut in half and modified to have a fixed rear axle as discussed.  The front two tires 

rest on the rolling road and the back two tires are fixed to the platform to provide the fixed 

rotational axis.  The stock passive primary suspension, as shown in Figure 3-3b, is similar to the 

standard coil over suspension found in most passenger and race vehicles, the suspension stiffness 

and preload can be adjusted to the designers’ specifications.  The stiffness can be adjusted by 

changing the spring, and the preload can be adjusted by inserting C-shaped shims between the 

housing and the end of the spring.  The stock fluid damper was removed to eliminate the 

damping of the coil over suspension, while the damper housing was used as a mounting fixture 

for the suspension spring as shown.  An adjustable 2K95 air damper by Airpot Corporation, as 

shown in Figure 3-4, was added so that the passive suspension damping could be manually 

adjusted to the designer’s specifications.  The primary purpose for the adjustable passive damper 
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was to allow both sides of the vehicle to be matched in a passive configuration.  The overall 

design goal for both suspensions, in this research, is not to create the best possible design, but to 

create a system that will have noticeable visual displacements of the sprung mass for the purpose 

of visual demonstration.  Depending on the desired use, the suspension can be tuned to provide a 

desirable response for that application.  

 
Figure 3-3. Active (a) and passive (b) suspension designs 

 
 

Figure 3-4. Variable air damper 
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A design objective for the active suspension, as seen in Figure 3-3a, was to maintain the 

size and general design of the stock suspension.  The active suspension utilizes the same coil 

over design and mounting points as the passive suspension, where the actuator replaces the stock 

damper in the passive system as shown.  All considerations were taken to minimize the internal 

damping of the active suspension, so as to broaden the range of suspension designs possible. 

The main suspension components that were modeled in chapter 2 are shown in Figure 

3-5a and b.  The passive spring and damper are the main components of all passive suspensions.  

The main difference in the test rig is that as mentioned, an adjustable air damper was added to 

the system to provide the desired damping.  The actuator and passive spring shown represent just 

one possible configuration for an active suspension.  The damping in the active system model 

refers to the internal actuator damping coupled with the system’s frictional damping.  Other 

common configurations for active suspensions incorporate fully active hydraulic actuators [33], 

or semiactive dampers of various designs [32].   

 
(a)       (b) 

Figure 3-5. Passive and active suspension components 

 

3.3 Instrumentation  
The most important dynamics for control analysis are the acceleration and velocity of the 

input, sprung mass, and un-sprung mass, as well as the relative velocity between the sprung and 

un-sprung masses, (or rattle space).  Accelerometers are used to record the dynamic response of 

each side of the vehicle.  This accelerometer data is then integrated to obtain the necessary 

velocities.  Two accelerometers are used per side; two are mounted on the suspension a-arms, as 
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shown in Figure 3-6, to record the acceleration of the un-sprung mass.  The second two are 

mounted on the vehicle chassis, as can also be seen in Figure 3-6, to record the acceleration of 

the sprung mass.   

 
Figure 3-6. Vehicle accelerometer mounting locations 

 

A note must be made at this point concerning the placement of the unstrung mass 

accelerometers.  Because the placement is in the middle of the a-arm, as shown in Figure 3-7, the 

acceleration response provided by those accelerometers will be a function of both the sprung and 

un-sprung mass accelerations, and not a pure un-sprung response.  The reason for this placement 

is basic packaging constraints.  The accelerometers are placed as close to the tire as physically 

possible, without interfering with the tire and suspension motion.  The affect of this will be 

discussed further in the experimental results section.  Lastly, to record the input acceleration, an 

additional accelerometer was mounted on the input arm, as shown in Figure 3-8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-7. Vehicle accelerometer mounting locations 

Vs VuSprung mass 
connection point 

Accelerometer 
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Figure 3-8. Input accelerometer mounting location 

 

3.4 Signal Integration  
A custom integrator was created to generate the required velocities from the measured 

acceleration signals.  This integrator is first made up of a first-order high-pass filter followed by 

a first-order low-pass to create the integrator effect as seen in Figure 3-9.  The purpose of the 

high-pass is to eliminate the effects of any DC components in the signal, while still providing an 

accurate integral after the break frequency.  The purpose of the low-pass filter is to eliminate the 

high frequency noise present in the signal, providing a smooth signal.  The integrator created, 

can be seen in equation (3.1) where 2* * BreakFreqω π= (Hz), BreakFreq = 0.6 Hz, and 

0.3ζ = .  A magnitude and phase plot can also be seen in Figure 3-9. 

 

 22
s

s ζω ω
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            (3.1) 
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Figure 3-9. Plot of custom integrator 
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4 MODEL PARAMETERIZATION 

 In order to use this analytical model to predict physical hardware responses, an 

identification of the physical system parameters was needed.  This was accomplished with an 

optimization code using Matlab’s optimization toolbox.  The program uses the mathematical 

system model derived in Chapter 2 in conjunction with a set of experimental dynamic time-

domain response data to solve for the best approximation of the physical system parameters.  

These parameters are then used to simulate the physical system response to control algorithms. 

By using an optimization code like this, we can accurately create a system model that 

simulates the dynamics of the physical system.  This type of code greatly simplifies the process 

of estimating the system’s stiffness, damping, and inertial components.  The optimization code 

however only provides approximations due to the fact that it uses an ideal model of the actual 

system.  Obtaining accurate approximations thus relies on engineering knowledge and foresight 

in creating the ideal system model.  Because a physical system has a large number of variables 

that can be optimized to improve the accuracy of your simulation, an acceptable level of detail 

must also be decided, when modeling the physical system.  In this instance we decided that 

including the major suspension components as well as the first flexible mode of the vehicle 

chassis provided an acceptable level of detail for the purpose of pre-testing control algorithms.  

Figure 4-1 is a plot of the experimental unfiltered dynamic response, filtered dynamic response, 

and estimated parameter response generated using our modal parameterization code.  The first 

step was to collect dynamic response data from the experimental test rig by inputting a bump and 

recording the sprung mass, un-sprung mass, and input accelerations using three accelerometers.  

The second step is the filter the data twice using filtfilt, first to remove any DC components in 

the signals, and second to remove the high frequency noise, thus providing a smooth signal as 

previously discussed.  The last step was then to use this filtered response data in the optimization 

code.  The optimization code uses the experimental input to drive the simulation model response.  

The cost function then calculates the error between the modal response and the measured 

experimental response.  The modal parameters are then adjusted by the optimization code to 

minimize the error, thus providing an approximation of the physical system response.  The figure 

shows that the simulation matches the first few peaks very well, however as the system damps 

out, the level of detail in the model is not capable of simulating the residual dynamics.  The 
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additional ringing of the system can be attributed to the system dynamics we have not included 

in our ideal model from Chapter 2. 
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Figure 4-1. Optimized response of sprung mass 

 

The initial parameters, shown in Table 4-2, were determined through a combination of 

physical measurement and engineering judgment, and represent a starting point for the 

optimization code.  Because the code is using a cost function to determine the “correctness” of 

the answers, some answers that appear correct, are not realistic.  Therefore, the optimization code 

needs to have starting values that are reasonable and which have upper and lower constraints, so 

that the code will provide realistic values.  The optimized parameters shown were obtained using 

the optimization code and provide the system response shown in Figure 4-1.  
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Table 4-2. System parameters 

 Initial Optimized
Mu (kg) 0.047 0.549 
MS (kg) 0.612 0.62 
Mo (kg) 10 20.77 
kT (N/m) 1000 4400 
kS (N/m) 500 200 
kMo (N/m) 50 59.99 
bT (N*s)/m 10 12.64 
bS (N*s)/m 1 1.796 
bR (N*s)/m 0.1 0.165 
bMo (N*s)/m 0.1 0.01 
a  (m) 0.259 0.251 
b  (m) 0.124 0.124 
φ 1 10.12 
β 1 1 
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5 CONTROL SYSTEM 

Both fully active and semiactive skyhook control laws were tested.  Skyhook control is 

based on the idea that a fictitious damper is attached between the sprung mass and an immovable 

point in the sky.  The control law then attempts to create an actuator force Fact that is equivalent 

to the ideal force created by the skyhook damper.  By increasing the damping coefficient bsky, the 

motion of the sprung mass is decreased.  Figure 5-1 demonstrates this skyhook configuration.  

The main reason for implementing skyhook control is due to the versatility and widespread 

application as both a fully active as well as semiactive vibration control. 

 
Figure 5-1. Schematic diagram of skyhook control 

 

A parallel computer simulation was created where a comparison between the response of 

an un-controlled system and a skyhook controlled system could be conducted.  A Simulink 

simulation model was created to validate the closed-loop system with the control algorithm.  The 

simulation shown in Figure 5-2 reflects the parallel configuration that was implemented in the 

physical test rig.  The upper boxed portion of the figure shows the controlled system setup with a 

fully active skyhook control feedback loop.  The lower boxed portion represents the passive 

system with zero control force. 
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Figure 5-2. Simulink implementation of closed-loop system 

 

The gain block 1/alpha represents the actuator constant that determines the current to 

force output ratio.  Because the actuator is driven by a transconductance amplifier, the dynamics 

are determined by this one value only.  An exploded view of the vehicle model is shown in 

Figure 5-3 where Ad, Bd, Cd and Dd matrices are the discrete time versions of the A, B, C and D 

matrices from Chapter 2.  These discrete time matrices were obtained by using the c2dm function 

with a Tustin method in Matlab, where c2dm converts the continuous-time state-space system 

(A,B,C,D) to discrete time.  The Tustin method, converts to discrete time using the bilinear 

Tustin approximation to the derivative.  The main reason for converting to discrete time in 

matlab was to be able to control the transformation method, and maintain a consistent domain for 

the real time simulation.  The alternative was to input the continuous time simulation into dspace 

and have it converted to discrete time automatically.  This option however removes any control 

over the transformation method used. 
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Figure 5-3. Simulink discrete time vehicle model 

 

A useful metric for evaluating the effectiveness of a suspension system is to calculate the 

Root Mean Square (rms) value for the response.  This is a single number that can be used to 

signify the overall effect of a new suspension system compared to a reference configuration.  

Caution must be taken however in using this as ones only evaluation tool, as the results can often 

be misleading.  Because the rms is an average value, it does not show where the response is 

being affected or if the response is being affected at desirable locations.  However this being 

said, it is a valuable tool, if combined with both visual and analytical observation.  By using all 

three, the designer is better able to make the necessary engineering judgments.  An estimate of 

the Root Mean Square is calculated using equation (5.1), shown below.  Where XN is the Nth 

value in the data set, and N is the total number of data points. 

 

2 2 2
2 1 2

1

1 N
N

rms i
i

x x x
x x

N N=

+ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ +
= =∑        (5.1) 

 
 

5.1 Fully Active Skyhook 
As mentioned, we implemented a fully active skyhook control method in our computer 

simulation to check the systems’ ability to test fully active control algorithms.  Figure 5-4, 

demonstrates the skyhook control law we implemented in our Simulink model.  Where AsFA is 

the sprung mass acceleration and Fact is the actuator force created. 
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Figure 5-4. Simulink implementation of fully active skyhook control 

 

Fully active control states that the required control force is equal to the product of the 

sprung mass velocity and the skyhook damper value bsky and therefore is capable of putting 

energy into the system as well as take energy out, this makes fully active control a powerful tool 

in affecting the motion of the sprung mass.  The simulation fully active response can be seen in 

Figure 5-5.  Note that the acceleration of the sprung mass is greatly reduced at the cost of slightly 

increasing the acceleration of the un-sprung mass.  The sprung mass rms acceleration values 

reiterate this observation with a reduction from 4.820 (g) in the passive response to 0.6123 (g) in 

the fully active response.  And the un-sprung mass rms acceleration values increased from 11.26 

(g) for the passive response, to 12.39 (g) for the fully active response.  This drastic increase in 

sprung mass performance is all at the cost of additional actuator current as shown.  The 

additional actuator current is needed, because a fully active system can both add to as well as 

remove energy from the system, where a semiactive system can only remove energy from the 

system.  Notice the low levels of jerk for the sprung mass, because jerk is one of the major 

contributing factors in a person’s perception of vehicle ride, this is an important result to 

consider in the overall design of an active suspension. 
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Figure 5-5. Simulink fully-active skyhook control acceleration response 

 

The simulation velocity response plot, Figure 5-6, also demonstrates the drastic reduction 

in sprung mass velocity at the cost of added un-sprung mass velocity.  The sprung mass rms 

velocity values show a reduction from 0.0874 (m/s) in the passive response, to 0.0096 (m/s) in 

the fully active response.  The un-sprung system showed an increase from 0.1525 (m/s) in the 

passive response, to 0.1642 (m/s) in the fully active response. 
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Figure 5-6. Simulink fully-active skyhook control velocity response 

 

5.2 Semiactive Skyhook 
Semiactive skyhook control was also implemented and tested as a potential control 

method.  Figure 5-7 is a Simulink implementation of one form of semiactive skyhook control 

that was evaluated in this project.  An output force is only generated when the product of the 

absolute velocity of the sprung mass and the relative velocity between the sprung and un-sprung 

masses is positive for the sign convention shown in Chapter 2.  This restriction is due to the fact 

that semiactive suspension components are only capable of removing energy from the system.  

The semi-active output force is then the product of the absolute velocity of the sprung mass and 

the skyhook damper value bsky. 
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Figure 5-7. Simulink baseline semiactive skyhook control 

 

The simulation acceleration response of the semi-active skyhook control is shown in 

Figure 5-8.  As can be seen in the plot, there are large acceleration spikes, or jerk, at the points of 

transition between on and off states.  As noted, jerk is an important factor in vehicle ride, and 

large jerk values contribute to a poor ride.  The rms acceleration reflects this increase in 

acceleration in both the sprung and un-sprung systems.  In the sprung system, the rms 

acceleration response increased from 4.820 (g) for the passive response, to 6.617 (g) for the 

semiactive response.  In the un-sprung system the rms values increased from 11.26 (g) for the 

passive response, to 11.87 (g) for the semiactive response.  Also note the high spikes in actuator 

current needed. 
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Figure 5-8. Simulink simulation of the baseline semiactive skyhook acceleration response 

 

Figure 5-9 is a plot of the simulation velocity response.  Notice the substantial reduction 

in the actively controlled sprung mass velocity compared to the passive sprung mass velocity.  

The rms velocity reflects this observation where the rms value was reduced from 0.0874 (m/s) in 

the passive response, to 0.0423 (m/s) with the semiactive response.  This reduction in actively 

controlled sprung mass velocity comes at the cost of increased velocity of the associated un-

sprung mass as seen in the figure, and rms values of 0.1525 (m/s) for the passive and 0.1603 

(m/s) for the semiactive also reiterate this observation. 
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Figure 5-9. Simulink simulation of the baseline semiactive skyhook velocity response 

 

  The large acceleration spikes associated with baseline semi-active skyhook control are 

often not acceptable in an application where vehicle ride is being considered; therefore, many 

modified skyhook control algorithms have been created.  One such modified “no jerk” 

semiactive skyhook control algorithm [1] was also implemented and tested.  Figure 5-10 is a 

Simulink implementation of the modified algorithm.  Where AsSA and AuSA are the 

acceleration of the sprung mass acceleration and the un-sprung masses respectively, and FactSA 

is the actuator force created. 
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Figure 5-10. Simulink “no jerk” semiactive skyhook control 

 

The main difference between this modified algorithm and the baseline semi-active 

skyhook control is the function f(Vrel,Vabs), equation (5.2), which smoothes out the transition 

between on and off states and eliminates the jerk normally associated with semiactive skyhook 

laws.  The Simulink implementation of the modification function can be seen in Figure 5-11. 

 

rel abs
0

f(V ,V ) 1 exp absV
V

⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞−
= −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟
⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

       (5.2) 

 

 
Figure 5-11. Simulink semiactive skyhook conditioning function f(Vrel,Vabs) 

 

Figure 5-12 is a three dimensional plot, where part (a) is the baseline semi-active skyhook 
control, and part (b) is the modified “no-jerk” version.   
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Figure 5-12. 3D plot of Simulink semiactive skyhook control laws 

 

Figure 5-13 is a simulation plot of the “no jerk” semiactive acceleration response.  The 

difference is easy to see in this example; the jerk between on and off states is greatly reduced.  

The result is a decrease in both sprung and un-sprung acceleration as seen in the figure as well as 

the rms values.  For the sprung system, the rms acceleration was reduced from 4.820 (g) in the 

passive response, to 3.972 (g) in the “no jerk” semiactive response.  The un-sprung system shows 

a reduction from 11.26 (g) in the passive response, to 11.17 (g) in the “no jerk” semiactive 

response.  Note the decrease in both sprung and un-sprung accelerations, also note the decrease 

in actuator current needed.  There is an amount of performance lost due to this modification, 

however the added benefits of eliminating the jerk outweighs the performance loss for our 

application. 
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Figure 5-13. Simulink simulation “no jerk” semiactive skyhook acceleration response 

 

Figure 5-14 demonstrates this performance loss.  Notice the sprung mass velocity 

response as the system damps out, where the baseline semiactive skyhook control succeeded in 

removing these dynamics.  The “no jerk” semiactive control is unable to affect the dynamics at 

those points because the control signal is only on for a brief time and the shaping function 

prohibits the control signal from increasing fast enough to greatly affect the overall dynamics of 

the system at those places.  As stated, the reason for this change is that it eliminates the jerk 

associated with drastic changes in control signal.  This compromise is acceptable in our instance, 

because the primary application for this test rig is improving ride in passenger vehicles, and the 

dynamics of the system as it damps out, is not the area that most affect the comfort of the 
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passenger, where acceleration jerk is a much more important factor.  The rms velocity values for 

the sprung mass were reduced from 0.0874 (m/s) in the passive response to 0.0597 (m/s) in the 

“no jerk” semiactive response.  The rms velocity values for the un-sprung mass were increased 

from 0.1525 (m/s) in the passive response to 0.1537 (m/s) in the “no jerk” semiactive response. 
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Figure 5-14. Simulink “no jerk” semiactive skyhook velocity response 

 

As stated, the benefit of fully active control is that energy can be removed as well as 

added to the system.  Compared to semiactive control where energy can only be removed from 

the system, the control force can only be created in small windows when the product between the 

relative velocity and the sprung mass velocity happens to be positive.  The top plot in Figure 

5-15 demonstrates this point, blue shaded regions represent the times when a fully active control 

is creating a control signal and is affecting the response of the sprung mass.  The red shaded 

regions represent the times when a semi-active control is creating a control signal.  The bottom 

plot shows the fully active and semiactive control signals produced.  As can be seen, the fully 
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active control is able to affect the dynamics over a much larger range of time, and therefore 

provides a far better overall result. 

 
Figure 5-15. Simulink fully-active vs. semiactive control signal comparison 

 

5.3 Skyhook Response Summary 
After looking at the baseline semiactive, “no jerk” semiactive, and fully active skyhook 

responses, a few conclusions can be made.  Baseline semiactive skyhook control provides an un-

desirable increase in acceleration and jerk in both the sprung and un-sprung systems, but 

provides a desirable decrease in sprung mass velocity, with a manageable increase in un-sprung 

mass velocity as shown in Table 5-16.  The “no jerk” semiactive skyhook control corrected the 

acceleration and jerk problems, at the cost of sprung mass velocity performance.  A beneficial 

byproduct of this however is a decrease in un-sprung mass velocity compared to the standard 

skyhook.  The overall performance was more desirable than the standard skyhook response, due 

to the reduction in both sprung and un-sprung mass acceleration, as well as a large reduction in 

actuator current needed.  Lastly, fully active skyhook control drastically reduced the response of 

the sprung mass at the cost of an increase in un-sprung mass response.  In terms of passenger 
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comfort, this increase is acceptable; however when considering other factors such as the 

interaction with the road surface and wear on the un-sprung components, this increase in sprung 

mass acceleration can cause problems.  When considering a complete design, the designer will 

need to consider both the un-sprung as well as sprung mass accelerations.  As expected, the 

overall performance of the fully active system was far better than either of the semiactive 

systems in our simulated tests.  This increase in sprung mass performance in the fully active case 

comes at the cost of an increase in actuator current.  This is an important point when considering 

the benefits of a design for a specific application.  Semiactive control in many cases offers the 

desired control with very low levels of actuator current.  Likewise, other applications require the 

higher level of performance provided by fully active control and can afford the increase in 

current.  Deciding which type of control is right for a certain application is an intricate process 

and requires a lot of thought. 

 

Table 5-16. Simulation skyhook response rms values 

  
Sprung Mass 

Acceleration (g)
Un-sprung Mass 
Acceleration (g)

Sprung Mass 
Velocity (m/s) 

Un-sprung Mass 
Velocity (m/s) 

Passive 
4.82 11.26 0.0874 0.1525 

Baseline 
Semiactive 6.617 11.87 0.0423 0.1603 
“No Jerk” 
Semiactive 3.972 11.17 0.0597 0.1537 

Fully Active 
0.6123 12.39 0.0096 0.1642 
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6 EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 

The following chapter presents the experimental results and validation using the 

experimental test rig.  The rig met our design expectations as a visual tool for comparing the 

performance of passive and fully active or semiactive skyhook control.  The experimental results 

confirm the simulation performance with a drastic decrease in acceleration and velocity for both 

semiactive and fully active experiments. 

6.1 Passive Results 
The first step in the validation process was to tune the passive suspension damping and 

stiffness to provide a similar response to the uncontrolled active suspension.  The importance of 

this step is that in the following tests, any deviation between the two signals can be attributed to 

the control, and not passive differences between the two sides.  It is important to note that for the 

purposes of this research, we are not attempting to create a better suspension design.  But rather 

create a system that will have a visually noticeable amount of sprung mass displacement which 

will enable the rig to be used as a visual comparison tool.  Figure 6-1 shows the passive 

acceleration response for both sides of the vehicle to a measured experimental bump input.  As 

can be seen, the two sides have similar responses; however some differences can be seen.  

Because the dynamic response of a vibrating system depends on many variables, it is virtually 

impossible to make two different systems provide identical responses.  For the following tests 

however, the response comparisons were determined to be sufficiently similar. 
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Figure 6-1. Experimental passive acceleration response 

 

The passive velocity response can be seen in Figure 6-2.  It also indicates that the two 

suspensions provide very similar responses, with an acceptable level of variation.  
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Figure 6-2. Experimental passive velocity response 

 

6.2 Fully Active Results 
The first set of tests were conducted implementing fully active skyhook control as 

discussed in Chapter 5.  The following section presents the experimental fully active response of 

the test rig.  In order to tune the value of bsky for the control of the physical system, bsky was 

incrementally increased to the point just before the actuator began to saturate.  This insured that 

the rig’s performance potential was maximized.   Figure 6-3 presents the fully active acceleration 

response.  Notice the overall reduction in both sprung and un-sprung mass responses.  As 

mentioned, the sprung mass response as presented is a function of both the sprung mass and un-

sprung mass responses, due to the accelerometer placement constraints.  The result is that as the 

sprung mass response decreases, the un-sprung mass performance will also decrease as a result.   

The rms values support these observations with a reduction for the sprung mass, from 42.00 (g) 

to 19.22 (g), and for the un-sprung mass, from 31.14 (g) to 20.57 (g).  Also note the reduction in 

sprung mass jerk as discussed. 
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Figure 6-3. Experimental fully-active skyhook control acceleration response 

 

The velocity response plot as seen in Figure 6-4 also demonstrates this decrease in overall 

response.  The rms values show a decrease in sprung mass velocity from 0.92 (m/s) for the 

passive system, to 0.33 (m/s) for the active system.  Likewise, the un-sprung mass rms velocity 

values show a decrease, due to the coupling effect, from 0.71 (m/s) to 0.41 (m/s). 
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Figure 6-4. Experimental fully-active skyhook control velocity response 

 

A random series of bump inputs were also applied to the system to test the rigs ability to 

affect continuous inputs.  The acceleration response to this excitation can be seen in Figure 6-5.  

The fully active control was capable of greatly reducing the overall acceleration as shown, and 

the rms values confirm this observation with reductions from 18.01 (g) to 12.39 (g) for the 

sprung mass, and 13.86 (g) to 9.21 (g) for the un-sprung mass. 
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Figure 6-5. Continuous input experimental fully-active skyhook control acceleration response 

 

The velocity response plot shown in Figure 6-6 also indicates similar reductions in 

overall response.  The rms values show a reduction in sprung mass velocity from 0.36 (m/s) for 

the passive response to 0.19 (m/s) for the active response.  Likewise, the un-sprung mass showed 

a reduction from 0.31 (m/s) for the passive response to 0.18 (m/s) for the active response. 
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Figure 6-6. Continuous input experimental fully-active skyhook control velocity response 

 
The test rig adequately demonstrated the ability to test fully active control for both single 

bump input events as well as random inputs.  However the control system’s ability to affect the 

response was limited by the maximum output force of the actuator, with a more powerful 

actuator, a higher increase in performance would be expected. 

 

6.3 Semiactive Results 
The last set of tests were conducted implementing baseline semiactive skyhook control as 

discussed in Chapter 5.  We intended to also test the “no jerk” semiactive control, however 

dspace had some conflicts with the shaping function that could not be solved in the time 

available.  Further investigation into this issue is recommended.  Figure 6-7 is a plot of the 

baseline semiactive acceleration response and demonstrates a noticeable reduction in sprung 

mass acceleration compared to the passive response.  The rms acceleration reflects this 

observation where the rms value was reduced from 36.91 (g) in the passive response, to 22.87 (g) 
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with the semiactive response.  The un-sprung mass demonstrated a smaller decrease, due to the 

coupling effect as discussed, from 26.92 (g) for the passive side, to 21.00 (g) in the active side. 
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Figure 6-7. Experimental baseline semiactive skyhook control acceleration response 

 

The semiactive velocity response as seen in Figure 6-8, also shows a noticeable reduction 

in response especially at the peaks of the passive response.  The sprung mass rms velocity values 

confirm this observation with a sprung mass rms value reduction from 0.77 (m/s) for the passive 
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suspension to 0.35 (m/s) for the active suspension.  Likewise, the un-sprung mass rms value was 

reduced from 0.58 (m/s) to 0.40 (m/s). 
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Figure 6-8. Experimental baseline semiactive skyhook control velocity response 

 

Figure 6-9 is a plot of the semiactive acceleration response to a continuous series of 

manual bump inputs.  As in the fully active tests, this test was conducted to determine the system 

ability to deal with continuous random inputs.  As shown in the figure, the control system is 

capable of compensating for continuous inputs.  As seen, both the sprung and un-sprung mass 

acceleration responses were reduced.  This can also be seen in the rms acceleration values.  The 

sprung mass rms value was reduced from 41.54 (g) to 31.26 (g).  The un-sprung mass rms value 

was likewise reduced from 29.73 (g) to 21.73 (g). 
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Figure 6-9. Continuous input experimental baseline semiactive skyhook control acceleration 

response 

 

The semiactive velocity response can be seen in Figure 6-10.  Likewise, the figure shows 

a noticeable reduction in active system velocity response compared to the passive system 

response.  The sprung mass rms velocity values showed a decrease from 0.83 (m/s) for the 

passive system to 0.54 (m/s) for the active system.  The sprung mass rms velocity values also 

showed a noticeable decrease from 0.63 (m/s) for the passive system to 0.43 (m/s) for the active 

system.  
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Figure 6-10. Continuous input experimental semiactive skyhook control velocity response 

 

Overall, the rig demonstrated the ability to test semiactive control for single bump input 

events as well as continuous random inputs.  A summary table of rms values can be seen in 

Table 6-11.  The control system’s ability to affect the response was again limited by the 

maximum output force of the actuator.  With a more powerful actuator, a better response can be 

obtained, however additional control signal current will also be needed. 

 

Table 6-11. Experimental skyhook response rms values 

  
Sprung Mass 

Acceleration (g)
Un-sprung Mass 
Acceleration (g)

Sprung Mass 
Velocity (m/s) 

Un-sprung Mass 
Velocity (m/s) 

Passive 
41.5458 30.8009 0.93 0.7612 

Baseline 
Semiactive 22.8679 21.0017 0.3524 0.3956 

Fully Active 
19.2238 20.5731 0.3253 0.4123 
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7 CONCLUSION 

This research presented the design and validation of an experimental test rig designed for 

parallel evaluation of fully active or semi–active suspension control algorithms with a passive 

response.  Our goal in developing this test rig was to provide a development platform in which 

new control algorithms could be easily implemented and tested against existing algorithms, and 

to provide an educational visual demonstration rig.  With the development of this rig, simple cost 

effective tests can be conducted in the lab on a physical system and will simplify the decision 

process when choosing a control method for a specific application by helping designers visualize 

the effects of their designs. 

A mathematical model of the rig was derived using bond graph techniques.  A computer 

simulation was also created using the state space equations derived in the mathematical model.  

Optimized parameters were determined by matching the computer simulation response to an 

experimental response using an optimization code written in Matlab using the optimization 

toolbox.  Skyhook control laws were also created for both the fully active and semiactive cases, 

and it was also demonstrated in simulation, that a “no jerk” semiactive control provided a more 

desirable semiactive response although this was not tested experimentally. 

The construction of the test rig was presented, and was followed by passive, baseline 

semiactive, and fully active experimental validation test results.  It was shown that for baseline 

semiactive skyhook control, the test rig was capable of reducing the sprung mass rms 

acceleration by 38% and sprung mass rms velocity by 54%.  It was also shown that with fully 

active skyhook control, the test rig was capable of reducing the sprung mass rms acceleration by 

54% and the sprung mass rms velocity by 65%.  The observation was also made that due to 

coupling effects created buy the placement of the un-sprung mass accelerometers, a reduction in 

un-sprung mass rms acceleration and rms velocity was recorded for both semiactive and fully 

active control. 

Future plans for the rig include motorization of the rolling road, and encasing the rig in a 

free standing educational display case.  As part of the display case, external controls will be 

added to enable users to input regulated bumps and other controls in a safe manner.  Because this 

rig is intended to become a free standing “fully active” educational display unit, cost effective 

electronics, such as an alternative to dspace, will be needed.  Lastly, smaller accelerometers will 

be considered in order better record the un-sprung response with a more optimal placement. 
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The test rig as developed demonstrated the ability to simulate both semiactive and fully 

active control responses.  However the limit on actuator force restricts the rigs ability to react to 

high acceleration inputs, which was determined by the observation that the actuator saturated 

with higher acceleration inputs.  Further development is needed to expand the range of vibration 

inputs and test cases.  We also recommend further investigation into the problems with the “no 

jerk” semiactive skyhook control in dspace, so that further tests can be conducted in that area.  

The results of this research prove the value of implementing a physical test rig in the design 

process to verify the affect of specific control methods and warrants further research and 

development to expand the scope of testing possibilities. 
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APPENDIX 

MATLAB CODE 
% ___________________________________________________________ 
% Written by Nathanael Annis September 10, 2006 
% ___________________________________________________________ 
  
clc 
clear all 
close all 
  
% Input Parameters 
Ts = 1/1000;        % Sample time 
Tstart = 0.6;       % Start time 
Tfinal = 1.3-Ts;    % End time 
bsky = 60;          % Desired skyhook damper coefficient 
Vo = 0.2;           % Semi-Active Skyhook Tuneing Velocity 
  
% Read Original Data Sampled 1000 Hz 
ReadData_Rev72 
  
%----- Optimized Physical Car Parameters ----- 
Mu = 0.54922;       % Unsprung Mass (kg) 
Ms = 0.62;          % Sprung Mass (kg) 
Mo = 20.7731;       % Modal Mass (kg) 
kT = 4400.02;       % Tire Stiffness (N/m) 
kS = 200;           % Primary Suspension Stiffness (N/m) 
kMo = 59.9943;      % Modal Stiffness (N/m) 
bT = 12.6422;       % Tire Damping (N*s/m) 
bS = 1.79561;       % Primary Suspension Damping (N*s/m) 
bR = 0.165311;      % Rotational Damping (N*s/m) 
bMo = 0.01;         % Modal Damping (N*s/m) 
a = 0.251068;       % Wheel Base (m) 
b = 0.124253;       % Distance from Rear Wheel to Center of Mass (m) 
si = 10.12;         % Modal Constant 
beta = 1;           % Base Transfer Constant  
J = Ms*b^2;         % Moment of Inertia 
alpha = 6.13;       % Actuator Constant (N/amp) 
  
%----- Car Suspension and Body Model ----- 
  
%x = [q1; P2; q3; P4; q5; P6; xin] 
%y = [Au;As;Xs;Xu] 
%u = [Vin; iin] 
A = [0 -1/Mu 0 0 0 0 0; 
    kT -((bT+bS)/Mu) -kS (bS*a)/J 0 (bS*si)/Mo 0; 
    0 1/Mu 0 -a/J 0 -si/Mo 0; 
    0 (bS*a)/Mu kS*a -(bS*a^2+bR)/J 0 -(bS*a*si)/Mo 0; 
    0 0 0 0 0 1/Mo 0; 
    0 (bS*si)/Mu kS*si -(bS*a*si)/J -kMo -(bS*si^2+bMo)/Mo 0; 
    0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; 
  
B = [beta 0; 
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    bT*beta alpha; 
    0 0; 
    0 -a*alpha; 
    0 0 
    0 -si*alpha; 
    1 0]; 
  
% Transformation Matrix 
Trans = [0 1/Mu 0 0 0 0 0;0 0 0 a/J 0 0 0]; 
% Create C and D using T 
C0 = Trans*A; 
D0 = Trans*B; 
  
%Augment C 
C = zeros(4,7); 
C(1:2,1:4)=C0(1:2,1:4); 
C(3,:)=[-1 0 -1 0 1 0 0]; 
C(4,:)=[-1 0 0 0 1 0 0]; 
  
%Augment D 
D = zeros(4,2); 
D(1:2,1:2)=D0(1:2,1:2); 
  
ei=eig(A)/2/pi % hz 
  
% Create Descrete Time A,B,C and D matrixes 
[Ad,Bd,Cd,Dd] = c2dm(A,B,C,D,Ts,'tustin'); 
  
%----- Run Simulink Simulation ----- 
simin = [T,VIn]; 
  
% Run simulation 
% Initial Conditions 
xinit = zeros(7,1); 
  
sim('BondSimDis',Tfinal-Tstart) 
  
%Plot Data 
DataPlot_Rev72 
  
%Calculate the RMS values 
rmsAsP = sqrt(mean(AsP.^2)) 
rmsAsSAreg = sqrt(mean(AsSAreg.^2)) 
rmsAsSA = sqrt(mean(AsSA.^2)) 
rmsAsFA = sqrt(mean(AsFA.^2)) 
  
rmsAuP = sqrt(mean(AuP.^2)) 
rmsAuSAreg = sqrt(mean(AuSAreg.^2)) 
rmsAuSA = sqrt(mean(AuSA.^2)) 
rmsAuFA = sqrt(mean(AuFA.^2)) 
  
%Velocity 
rmsVsP = sqrt(mean(VsP.^2)) 
rmsVsSAreg = sqrt(mean(VsSAreg.^2)) 
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rmsVsSA = sqrt(mean(VsSA.^2)) 
rmsVsFA = sqrt(mean(VsFA.^2)) 
  
rmsVuP = sqrt(mean(VuP.^2)) 
rmsVuSAreg = sqrt(mean(VuSAreg.^2)) 
rmsVuSA = sqrt(mean(VuSA.^2)) 
rmsVuFA = sqrt(mean(VuFA.^2)) 
  
  
ReadData_Rev72.m 
% ___________________________________________________________ 
% Written by Nathanael Annis September 10, 2006 
% ___________________________________________________________ 
  
% Input Test Data 
accelin=load('test12'); 
accelin=[accelin.A]; 
RAIn = accelin(:,1); 
  
AInR = (RAIn)*(9.81/0.5)*-1; 
%ASpR = (RASp)*(9.81/0.5);%*1.42; 
  
% 1000 Hz Time array 
fs = 1000; 
Ts = 1/fs; 
T0 = Ts*[0:(length(RAIn))-1]'; 
T = Ts*[0:(length(RAIn))-1]'; 
  
% Filter Data 
order = 6; %4th order 
fb = 25/(fs/2); %break freq. 10Hz normalized 
[b,a]=butter(order,fb); 
  
AInF = filtfilt(b,a,AInR); 
  
order = 4; %4th order 
fb = 4/(fs/2); %break freq. 10Hz normalized 
[b,a]=butter(order,fb,'high'); 
  
AIn = filtfilt(b,a,AInF); 
  
% Cut Data 
k = find(T>=Tstart & T<=Tfinal); 
AIn = AIn(k); 
  
T = Ts*[0:length(k)-1]'; 
  
% Integrate Input Data to Obtain Velocity and Displacement 
freqA = 0.1; 
  
z = .3; 
w = 2*pi*freqA; 
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NUM = [1 0]; 
DEN = [1 2*z*w w*w]; 
  
[NUMd,DENd] = c2dm(NUM,DEN,Ts,'tustin'); 
  
VIn = filter(NUMd,DENd,AIn); 
  
zer=zeros(length(VIn),1); 
VInSys = [VIn,zer]; 
 

DataPlot_Rev72.m 
% ___________________________________________________________ 
% Written by Nathanael Annis September 10, 2006 
% ___________________________________________________________ 
  
% -Acceleration Plot- 
figure  %1  Fully Active Acceleration plot 
subplot(3,1,1),plot(T,AsP/9.81,'g',T,AsFA/9.81,'b') 
grid 
ylabel('Sprung Accel (g)') 
legend('Passive','Fully Active') 
subplot(3,1,2,'align'),plot(T,AuP/9.81,'g',T,AuFA/9.81,'b') 
grid 
ylabel('Unsprung Accel (g)') 
subplot(3,1,3,'align'),plot(T,FactFA/alpha,'b'); 
grid 
xlabel('Time (s)') 
ylabel('Actuator Current (amps)') 
  
figure  %2  Fully Active Velocity Plot 
subplot(2,1,1),plot(T,VsP/9.81,'g',T,VsFA/9.81,'b') 
grid 
ylabel('Sprung Vel. (m/s)') 
legend('Passive','Fully Active') 
subplot(2,1,2,'align'),plot(T,VuP/9.81,'g',T,VuFA/9.81,'b') 
grid 
ylabel('Unsprung Vel. (M/s)') 
xlabel('Time (s)') 
  
figure  %3 Semi-Active Acceleration plot 
subplot(3,1,1),plot(T,AsP/9.81,'g',T,AsSA/9.81,'b') 
grid 
ylabel('Sprung Accel. (g)') 
legend('Passive','Semiactive') 
axis([0 0.7 -2.5 2]) 
subplot(3,1,2),plot(T,AuP/9.81,'g',T,AuSA/9.81,'b') 
grid 
ylabel('Unsprung Accel. (g)') 
axis([0 0.7 -6 5]) 
subplot(3,1,3,'align'),plot(T,FactSA/alpha,'b'); 
grid 
xlabel('Time (s)') 
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ylabel('Act. Current (amps)') 
axis([0 0.7 -0.3 0.4]) 
  
figure  %4 Semi-Active Velocity plot 
subplot(2,1,1),plot(T,VsP/9.81,'g',T,VsSA/9.81,'b') 
grid 
ylabel('Sprung Vel. (m/s)') 
legend('Passive','Semiactive') 
subplot(2,1,2),plot(T,VuP/9.81,'g',T,VuSA/9.81,'b') 
grid 
ylabel('Unsprung Vel. (m/s)') 
xlabel('Time (s)') 
  
figure  %5  Semiactive Regular Acceleration plot 
subplot(3,1,1),plot(T,AsP/9.81,'g',T,AsSAreg/9.81,'b') 
grid 
ylabel('Sprung Accel. (g)') 
legend('Passive','Semiactive') 
subplot(3,1,2),plot(T,AuP/9.81,'g',T,AuSAreg/9.81,'b') 
grid 
ylabel('Unsprung Accel. (g)') 
axis([0 0.7 -6 6]) 
subplot(3,1,3,'align'),plot(T,FactSAreg/alpha,'b'); 
grid 
xlabel('Time (s)') 
ylabel('Act. Current (amps)') 
axis([0 0.7 -2.5 2.5]) 
  
figure  %6  Semiactive Regular Velocity plot 
subplot(2,1,1),plot(T,VsP/9.81,'g',T,VsSAreg/9.81,'b') 
grid 
ylabel('Sprung Vel. (m/s)') 
legend('Passive','Semiactive') 
subplot(2,1,2),plot(T,VuP/9.81,'g',T,VuSAreg/9.81,'b') 
grid 
ylabel('Unsprung Vel. (m/s)') 
xlabel('Time (s)') 
  
figure  %7 
plot(T,FactSAreg,'b',T,FactFA,'r'); 
grid 
legend('Semiactive','Fully Active') 
xlabel('Time (s)') 
ylabel('Actuator Force (N)') 
  
figure  %8 
subplot(2,1,1),plot(T,VsP,'b',T,VabsVrel,'r'); 
grid 
legend('Sprung Mass','Vs*Vrel') 
ylabel('Velocity (m/s)') 
subplot(2,1,2),plot(T,FactSA,'b',T,FactFA,'r'); 
grid 
legend('Semiactive','Fully Active') 
ylabel('Actuator Force (N)') 
xlabel('Time (s)') 
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run_optimal_timeactuatorDampingTest.m 
% ___________________________________________________________ 
% Written by Nathanael Annis September 10, 2006 
% This script creates a baseline 6nd order state-space system, 
% fit parameters for a model of the system. 
% ___________________________________________________________ 
  
clc 
close all 
clear all 
  
% Select desired data set 
Tstart = 0; 
Tfinal = 2; 
  
% Read Original Data Sampled 1000 Hz 
ReadDataOPTactuatorDampingTest 
  
% Define the initial parameter guess 
Mu = 0.0708*(2/3);  %Unsprung mass (kg) 
Ms = 0.6119;   % Sprung mass (kg) 
Mo = 10;      % Modal Mass  
kT = 1000;      % Tire Stiffness N/m 
kS = 500;      % Suspension Spring N/m 
kMo = 50;     % Modal Stiffness 
bT = 10;        % Tire Damping 
bS = 1;       % Suspension Damping 
bR = 0.1;      % Rotational Damping 
bMo = 0.1;     % Modal Damping 
a = 0.259;     % wheel base (meters) 
b = 0.124;     % distance from rear axle m 
si = 1;        % Modal constant 
beta = 1;      %  
  
% Compute the inital system response 
InitialSYSactuatorDampingTest 
  
% Select which test case to run 
testcase =  3; 
  
% Define upper and lower search bounds for each variable 
switch testcase 
    case 1 
        x0 = [Mu     Ms     Mo     kT     kS     kMo     bT     bS     bR     
bMo     a     b     si     beta];  % initial guess 
        lb = [0.01   0.52   0.1    1000   500    10      5      0.01   0.01   
0.001   0.25  0.11  0.1    0.1];     % lower bound 
        ub = [0.19   1.62   5      1001   550    15      16     3      3      
0.01    0.259 0.15  3      1];      % upper bound 
    case 2 
        x0 = [Mu     Ms     Mo     kT     kS     kMo     bT     bS     bR     
bMo     a     b     si     beta];  % initial guess 
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        lb = [0.07   0.52   0.005  9000   550    0.1     1      0.001  0.001  
0.1     0.25  0.11  0.1    0.1];     % lower bound 
        ub = [0.09   0.62   0.01   9001   600    50      10     1      0.01   
1       0.259 0.15  1      1];      % upper bound 
    case 3 
        x0 = [Mu     Ms     Mo     kT     kS     kMo    bT     bS     bR     
bMo    a      b      si     beta];  % initial guess 
        lb = [0.549  0.619  20.7   4400.9 200    59.9   12.6   1.7    0.16   
0.01   0.25   0.12   10.1   0.99];     % lower bound 
        ub = [0.55   0.62   20.8   4401   201    60     12.7   1.8    0.17   
0.011  0.251  0.13   10.2   1];      % upper bound 
    case 4 
        lb = [0.001  0.0001 50     0.001  0.001  50      0.001   0.0001  0.2   
0.1   0.1];     % lower bound 
        ub = [0.1    2      300    10     2      60      0.01    0.005 0.3     
1     1];      % upper bound 
        for i=1:10 
            x0(i) = lb(i)+(ub(i)-lb(i))*rand(1); 
        end 
end 
  
% Prepare for optimization 
OPTSP = 1;  %Sprung mass optmization weighting factor 
  
options = optimset( ... 
    'Display','iter', ...   % want to display lots of resuls 
    'MaxFunevals',1000*length(x0), ...  % maximum number of iterations 
    'TolCon',1e-10, ...     % termination tolerance for constraint violation 
    'TolFun',1e-10, ...     % termination tolerance for f 
    'TolX',1e-8);           % termination tolerance for x 
  
% Set parameter constraints (a>b) 
costA = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0; 
        0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0]; 
costB = [0;0]; 
  
% Run optimization code to find the optimal parameter vector 
xopt = 
fmincon('costfun_timeactuatorDampingTest',x0,costA,costB,[],[],lb,ub,[],optio
ns,T,VInSys,ASp,OPTSP); 
  
% Assign the optimized parameter values 
Muopt = xopt(1); 
Msopt = xopt(2); 
Moopt = xopt(3); 
kTopt = xopt(4); 
kSopt = xopt(5); 
kMoopt = xopt(6); 
bTopt = xopt(7); 
bSopt = xopt(8); 
bRopt = xopt(9); 
bMoopt = xopt(10); 
aopt = xopt(11); 
bopt = xopt(12); 
siopt = xopt(13); 
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betaopt = xopt(14); 
Jopt = Msopt*b^2; 
  
% Display the numerical results 
disp(sprintf('      lb,  Optimal,  ub')) 
disp(sprintf('\n Mu: %g < %g < %g',lb(1),Muopt,ub(1))) 
disp(sprintf('\n Ms: %g < %g < %g',lb(2),Msopt,ub(2))) 
disp(sprintf('\n Mo: %g < %g < %g',lb(3),Moopt,ub(3))) 
disp(sprintf('\n kT: %g < %g < %g',lb(4),kTopt,ub(4))) 
disp(sprintf('\n kS: %g < %g < %g',lb(5),kSopt,ub(5))) 
disp(sprintf('\n kMo: %g < %g < %g',lb(6),kMoopt,ub(6))) 
disp(sprintf('\n bT: %g < %g < %g',lb(7),bTopt,ub(7))) 
disp(sprintf('\n bS: %g < %g < %g',lb(8),bSopt,ub(8))) 
disp(sprintf('\n bR: %g < %g < %g',lb(9),bRopt,ub(9))) 
disp(sprintf('\n bMo: %g < %g < %g',lb(10),bMoopt,ub(10))) 
disp(sprintf('\n a: %g < %g < %g',lb(11),aopt,ub(11))) 
disp(sprintf('\n b: %g < %g < %g',lb(12),bopt,ub(12))) 
disp(sprintf('\n si: %g < %g < %g',lb(13),siopt,ub(13))) 
disp(sprintf('\n beta: %g < %g < %g',lb(14),betaopt,ub(14))) 
  
% Generate compute system response with optimally fit parameters 
Mu = Muopt; 
Ms = Msopt; 
Mo = Moopt; 
kT = kTopt; 
kS = kSopt; 
kMo = kMoopt; 
bT = bTopt; 
bS = bSopt; 
bR = bRopt; 
bMo = bMoopt; 
a = aopt; 
b = bopt; 
si = siopt; 
beta = betaopt; 
J = Jopt; 
alpha = 6.13;    %Actuator Constant (N/amp) 
  
%x = [q1; P2; q3; P4; q5; P6; xin] 
%u = [Vin; iin] 
A = [0 -1/Mu 0 0 0 0 0; 
    kT -((bT+bS)/Mu) -kS (bS*a)/J 0 (bS*si)/Mo 0; 
    0 1/Mu 0 -a/J 0 -si/Mo 0; 
    0 (bS*a)/Mu kS*a -(bS*a^2+bR)/J 0 -(bS*a*si)/Mo 0; 
    0 0 0 0 0 1/Mo 0; 
    0 (bS*si)/Mu kS*si -(bS*a*si)/J -kMo -(bS*si^2+bMo)/Mo 0; 
    0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; 
  
%y = [Au;As;Xs;Xu] 
B = [beta 0; 
    bT*beta alpha; 
    0 0; 
    0 -a*alpha; 
    0 0 
    0 -si*alpha; 
    1 0]; 
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% Transformation Matrix 
Trans = [0 1/Mu 0 0 0 0 0;0 0 0 a/J 0 0 0]; 
% Create C and D using T 
C = Trans*A; 
D = Trans*B; 
  
eiend=eig(A)/2/pi % hz 
  
% Compute the response of the optimal model to the base excitation 
y = lsim(A,B,C,D,VInSys,T); 
ASpOpt = y(:,2); 
  
%  ---plot the results 
figure 
plot(T,ASpR,'g',T,ASp,'b',T,ASpOpt,'R') 
grid on 
title('Parameter optimization over time series data with FMINCON') 
ylabel('Sprung Mass Acceleration (g)') 
xlabel('Time (s)') 
legend('Unfiltered Response','Filtered Response','Optimized Response') 
 
 
 ReadDataOPTactuatorDampingTest.m 
% ___________________________________________________________ 
% Written by Nathanael Annis September 10, 2006 
% ___________________________________________________________ 
 
% Input Test Data 
accelin=load('test12'); 
accelin=[accelin.A]; 
RAIn = accelin(:,1); 
RAAct = accelin(:,2); 
RAUn = accelin(:,3); 
  
RASp = RAAct; 
  
AInR = (RAIn)*(9.81/0.5)*-1; 
ASpR = (RASp)*(9.81/0.5);%*1.42; 
  
% 1000 Hz Time array 
Ts = 1/1000; 
T = Ts*[0:(length(RAIn)-1)]'; 
 
% Filter Data 
fs = 1000; 
ts = 1/fs; 
order = 6; %4th order 
fb = 25/(fs/2); %break freq. 10Hz normalized 
[b,a]=butter(order,fb); 
  
AInF = filtfilt(b,a,AInR); 
ASpF = filtfilt(b,a,ASpR); 
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order = 4; %4th order 
fb = 0.1/(fs/2); %break freq. 10Hz normalized 
[b,a]=butter(order,fb,'high'); 
  
AIn = filtfilt(b,a,AInF); 
ASp = filtfilt(b,a,ASpF); 
  
% Cut Data 
k = find(T>=Tstart & T<=Tfinal); 
AIn = AIn(k); 
ASp = ASp(k); 
  
T = Ts*[0:length(k)-1]'; 
  
% Integrate Input Data to Obtain Velocity and Displacement 
freqA = 0.1; 
freqB = 0.01; 
  
z = .3; 
w = 2*pi*freqA; 
  
NUM = [1 0]; 
DEN = [1 2*z*w w*w]; 
  
[NUMd,DENd] = c2dm(NUM,DEN,Ts,'tustin'); 
  
VIn = filter(NUMd,DENd,AIn); 
  
zer=zeros(length(VIn),1); 
VInSys = [VIn,zer]; 
 
 
 

InitialSYSactuatorDampingTest.m 
% ___________________________________________________________ 
% Written by Nathanael Annis September 10, 2006 
% ___________________________________________________________ 
 
Mu = x0(1); 
Ms = x0(2); 
Mo = x0(3); 
kT = x0(4); 
kS = x0(5); 
kMo = x0(6); 
bT = x0(7); 
bS = x0(8); 
bR = x0(9); 
bMo = x0(10); 
a = x0(11); 
b = x0(12); 
si = x0(13); 
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beta = x0(14); 
alpha = 0.1; 
J = Ms*b^2;     %Beam moment of Inertia 
  
%x = [q1; P2; q3; P4; q5; P6; xin] 
%u = [Vin; iin] 
Astart = [0 -1/Mu 0 0 0 0 0; 
    kT -((bT+bS)/Mu) -kS (bS*a)/J 0 (bS*si)/Mo 0; 
    0 1/Mu 0 -a/J 0 -si/Mo 0; 
    0 (bS*a)/Mu kS*a -(bS*a^2+bR)/J 0 -(bS*a*si)/Mo 0; 
    0 0 0 0 0 1/Mo 0; 
    0 (bS*si)/Mu kS*si -(bS*a*si)/J -kMo -(bS*si^2+bMo)/Mo 0; 
    0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; 
  
%y = [xu..; xs..] 
Bstart = [beta 0; 
    bT*beta alpha; 
    0 0; 
    0 -a*alpha; 
    0 0 
    0 -si*alpha; 
    1 0]; 
  
% Transformation Matrix 
Trans = [0 1/Mu 0 0 0 0 0;0 0 0 a/J 0 0 0]; 
% Create C and D using T 
Cstart = Trans*Astart; 
Dstart = Trans*Bstart; 
  
eistart=eig(Astart)/2/pi % hz 
 

costfun_timeactuatorDampingTest.m 
% ___________________________________________________________ 
% Written by Nathanael Annis September 10, 2006 
% ___________________________________________________________ 
 
function f = costfun_timeactuatorDampingTest(x,T,VInSys,ASp,OPTSP) 
  
%  --assign the new parameter values 
alpha = 0.1; 
  
Mu = x(1); 
Ms = x(2); 
Mo = x(3); 
kT = x(4); 
kS = x(5); 
kMo = x(6); 
bT = x(7); 
bS = x(8); 
bR = x(9); 
bMo = x(10); 
a = x(11); 
b = x(12); 
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si = x(13); 
beta = x(14); 
J = Ms*b^2;     %Beam moment of Inertia 
  
%  --generate the new analytic model 
  
%x = [q1; P2; q3; P4; q5; P6; xin] 
%u = [Vin; iin] 
A = [0 -1/Mu 0 0 0 0 0; 
    kT -((bT+bS)/Mu) -kS (bS*a)/J 0 (bS*si)/Mo 0; 
    0 1/Mu 0 -a/J 0 -si/Mo 0; 
    0 (bS*a)/Mu kS*a -(bS*a^2+bR)/J 0 -(bS*a*si)/Mo 0; 
    0 0 0 0 0 1/Mo 0; 
    0 (bS*si)/Mu kS*si -(bS*a*si)/J -kMo -(bS*si^2+bMo)/Mo 0; 
    0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; 
  
%y = [xu..; xs..] 
B = [beta 0; 
    bT*beta alpha; 
    0 0; 
    0 -a*alpha; 
    0 0 
    0 -si*alpha; 
    1 0]; 
  
% Transformation Matrix 
Trans = [0 1/Mu 0 0 0 0 0;0 0 0 a/J 0 0 0]; 
% Create C and D using T 
C = Trans*A; 
D = Trans*B; 
  
%  --compute the response of this new model to the excitation 
y = lsim(A,B,C,D,VInSys,T); 
  
%  --compute the output errors 
eSp = y(:,2) - ASp; 
  
%  --compute the cost function value over the entire time series 
fSp = sqrt(sum(eSp .* eSp)); 
  
f = OPTSP*fSp; 
return 
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